PROJECT ATRIUM: JOELLE DIETRICK
July 18 - October 25, 2015
Regions Resiliency Night
Please join us Thursday, July 16 • 5:30-7:30 p.m.

The Public/Private Regional Resiliency Committee of the Northeast Florida Regional Council is a business-focused group that recognizes the world is changing and wants to position Northeast Florida to thrive in that change. They have looked at what our region is already doing to prosper as sea levels rise and the climate changes, and have partnered with a host of regional leaders to seize the moment to be proactive. We thrive economically when we work together. In celebration of the synergy of Tallahassee-based artist Joelle Dietrick’s interest in economic systems and our region’s commitment to resiliency, join us for a special gathering of P2R2 and guests.

Please RSVP to Sara Lee Hays before July 13 at saralee.hays@regions.com or 904-998-4960.

Dietrick transforms data, particularly the errors and glitches in data systems, into pulsating site-specific paintings of architectural fragments and forms. Interested in the complexity of global economic systems, the artist finds inspiration in geolocation data for cargo ships and shipping containers at the local Jacksonville Port Authority (JaxPort). Through a precise layering of paint and strategically cut adhesive-backed fabric, Dietrick manipulates her statistical findings into a glitch art aesthetic for the multicolored floor-to-ceiling mural in the Atrium Gallery.